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Replacement of lead cladding

case study
M&S Golden Square, Warrington
With an excellent selection of 135 stores, Golden Square Warrington
is the destination for busy shoppers looking for great retail stores or
somewhere to relax, however the M&S building had a problem.
The practice of bonding thin gauge lead sheet to timber boarding
which was prevalent in the ‘80s as a cladding system was certainly
not holding up to expectations. On the two roof top buildings (approx.
300m2 and at high level along the street elevation (approx. 100m2)
the lead was in very poor condition, to the extent that much of it had
become detached from the timber substrate, and had either fallen off
or had had to be removed for the safety of the public.
Evidently this problem had been occurring over a number of years
and by the time the replacement works were scheduled quite a bit of
the boarding had also fallen off.
Repair works initiated by the estate managers included removing all
lead cladding and timber boarding and associated lead cappings .
New 18mm plywood substrate boards were fixed back to the existing
timber battens. The Masterform weathering system, fitted by
Hurricane Roofing Ltd of Huddersfield, was used to reinstate the
cladding details in order to preserve the overall appearance of the
building and maintain a consistent detail with other nearby buildings.
Masterform is a polymer based material that can be used as an
alternative to traditional lead weatherings. This product has the
advantage of being very light by comparison to lead, so enabling
fitting to be undertaken quickly and can be fitted in longer lengths as
its thermal expansion is negligible.
Masterform is covered by a NICHOLSON warranty and has a BBA
approval certificate.
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Lead Cladding Details
Replacement of existing lead cladding with Masterform weathering system
followed very similar detailing to the existing lead product. Masterform is laid
directly over the plywood substrate. Welted joints were formed on site including
aluminium clipping material in the welts. Visible clips at the end-laps are cut
from the Masterform material and bonded in position with the system
adhesives. Panels are head-nailed with aluminium or stainless steel ring-shank
clouts.
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Bespoke MT - Trim sections
Nicholson supplied a bespoke aluminium trim to provide a welted drip section at
the eaves of the new cladding. The trim gave a continuously supported welted
drip detail to the foot of all the clad areas. It also served to enclose the open
edge of the plywood and protect the supporting battens.

Masterform panels were also partially bonded back to the plywood using the
Masterform-MMS adhesive. Due to Masterform having negligible thermal
movement it can be bonded to virtually all common building substrates making
the product very secure against the harshest weather environments. Being a
polymer product Masterform has no scrap value, deterring would-be thieves, and
has been used on a number of listed and heritage buildings.
For further information on the Masterform weathering product please contact us
on 0845 0098 980 or visit www.nicholsonsts.com
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